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juncture. Among the counsel representing the opponents are
Sir Horace Davey, Sir Frederick Pollock, and Mr. J. Fletcher
Moulton, who will be able effectually to expose the objections
to such a system of certificate granting as that followed by
the Sanitary Institute, and prevent the Institute obtaining
the position of authority which they claim but to which they
are obviously not entitled.

I learn that some of the signatories to the Sanitary Institute
petition have notified to the Privy Council their withdrawal.
It is to be hoped that others may follow their example, as
this might, perhaps, bring the matter to the earliest issue by
inducing the governing body of the Institute to reconsider
their position and abandon a pretension which promises
nothing but defeat and discredit to themselves, while tending
to thwart educational progress and the operation of one of
the most beneficial enactments in recent sanitary legislation.
-I am, etc.,
March 218t. EDINENSIS.

VACCINATION AT THE LEICESTER FEVER
HOSPITAL.

SIR,-Will you allow me to ask Mr. Priestley, through your
columns, to complete his interesting account of the cases of
emall-pox amongst the staff at the Leicester Fever Hospital ?
He states that twenty-two of the total twenty-eight members
of his staff were protected by previous attack of small-pox or
by revaccination, whilst of the remaining six, who had not
been revaccinated nor had small-pox, four contracted variola,
,of whom one has since died.

It would add much to the value of the report if Mr.
Priestley could state: (a) whether all those who had been
revaccinated escaped small-pox; (b) what were the several
duties of those who escaped, and of those attacked. It is
obvious that the degree of exposure to infection must vary
amongst a staff of the kind under consideration; a stoker
would presumably be less exposed to infection than a nurse.

It would also be interesting to learn who vaccinated the
nurse " said to have been revaccinated ten years ago," and to
have suffered from an abortive attack of variola. It would
eurely not be difficult to find out where and by whom the
operation was performed, and in such an important case it is
worth while to ascertain the facts with as much accuracy as
possible.-I am, etc.,
March 20th. EL HAKIIM.

VACCINATION FEES.
SiR,- I think now that small-pox is at our very doors, and

the public still so much against vaccination, the Local
Government Board should assist their public vaccinators as
much as possible in rural and depopulated districts. The fee
is so small that many medical men would much rather be
without it, as the trouble and worry is great in starting every
six months (in one of my depots the half-yearly attendance
amounts to about six). Public vaccinators in large towns
receive quite as much per case as their country brethren,
with much less trouble, and with a far larger return, and are
able to keep up the supply of lymph without applying to the
Local Government Board for it. If we write (I can answer
for myself and one or two friends) we are sent down two very
small tubes, with often inert or, at the best, inferior lymph,
producing either no vesicle or a very abortive one, and, on
renewing the application or remonstrating, are met with any-
thing but courtesy or help.
Can nothing be done for a state of things which is becom-

ing intolerable? We do not like to throw up the appoint-
ment, as it will leave the different boards of guardians in a
fix, and also probably bring down the vengeance of the auto-
cratic Local Government Board on us.-I am, etc.,
March 18th. NEMo.
*** We have the best official authority for stating that

"Nemo " is wrong in thinking the guardians' fee for vaccina-
tion uniform for country and town. Section 6 of the Vacci-
nation Act of 1867 provides the minimum fee that may be
paid by the guardians, and this minimum varies with the dis-
tance of the station at which the child is vaccinated from the

residence of the vaccinator. The amount of the fee (whethe
minimum or something more) is in each instance matter of
contract between the guardians and public vaccinator, and,
as a result, in certain unions a fee per case considerably above
the minimum allowed by law has been agreed on between
guardians and public vaccinators ; but, as a rule, the
guardians desire to pay the least fee permissible as regards
each station, and equally commonly public vaccinators con-
tract for such fee without protest, or, at any rate, without
protest that comes before the Board, with the result that the
Board rapproves what has been agreed on. Probably many
public vaccinators agree to the minimum fee for the reason
that other medical men in the district would eagerly accept it
if they did not. As regards the amount of lymph sent out by
the National Vaccine Establishment to vaccinators applying
for it, the establishment has never professed to do more than
furnish lymph sufficient for starting a series of arm-to-arm
vaccinations. If such supply fails additional lymph is, on
notice of failure, always sent. More than this the establish-
ment cannot, under its existing conditions, undertake to per-
form.

AMINOL.
SIR,-I observe that under the head of " New Inventions,"

in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of March 18th, you have
printed a report upon a preparation named " Aminol," which
has recently been brought out, as I understand, as a disinfect-
ing and antiseptic solution for medical and surgical use. A
report of mine upon the " Amines " process of sewage treat-
ment was, I find, referred to at some length in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of November 1st, 1890, and since the effects
produced by that process, and the effects now well known to
be produced by the so-called "Aminol" solutions," are
plainly dependent upon the use and the presence of the same
substances, I beg that you will allow me to offer some remarks
on the subject.
The conclusions arrived at by the writer of the report are

not in accordance with my own experience of the effects
capable of being produced by the active agent which
I believe to be present in the " Aminol " solutions, and
which is obtained in the sewage process. This is not
surprising in view of the methods which your contributor has
unfortunately employed, but which he has fortunately pub-
lished. Those methods applied as described I dissent from
entirely, and I have no doubt that all public analysts and
analytical chemists with any pretensions to the title, will
agree with me in so doing. Without criticising the chemistry
of your contributor, which might be done with no little
severity, I may point out that even if the obsolete and mis-
leading paste and stale urine method followed by him be
adopted, a weak solution of an antiseptic or disinfecting agent
is not to be treatcd as if it were the agent itself, as, for
instance, with phenol and phenol solutions. As a matter of
fact, your contributor's "simple experiments " (as he is
pleased to term the ceremonies he has gone through) prove
nothing, unless it be something which I had better not state.

I care nothing about the acceptance or non-acceptance of
"aminol," but I am concerned to defend the accuracy of my
own reports, which, I venture to submit, were based upon
scientific work, and to protest against the approval or the
condemnation of preparations of the kind upon evidence as
crude as that to which I have alluded.-I am, etc.,

CHARLES E. CASSAL.
Mount Street, Grosvenor Square, W., March 21st.

THE TREATMENT OF MYXCEDEMA BY THYROID
GLAND.

SiR,-I think it is important to point out, in view of the
treatment of myxcedema by feeding on thyroid glands, that
there is a very great difference (2 to 8 grammes) in the size of
the glands, which is not only dependent on the class of ani-
mal and its age, but also on the variety of the same animal,
as, for instance, the South Down and common sheep. There-
Ifore, in using the words one-half or one-quarter of a gland,
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